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November 1, 2022 at 2:00 p.m.
LCB File No. R034-21
You are hereby given notice that the Division of Industrial Relations of the Department of
Business and Industry, State of Nevada (Division) will conduct a public hearing on proposed
permanent regulations amending Chapter 455C of the Nevada Administrative Code (NAC).
The public hearing on these proposed regulations will be conducted by Webex on November
1, 2022 at 2:00 p.m. There is no physical location for this virtual meeting, as allowed by
Nevada’s Open Meeting Law, NRS Chapter 241. Members of the public may attend and
participate in this meeting in the following ways:
Webex Access
https://nvbusinessandindustry.webex.com/nvbusinessandindustry/j.php?MTID=ma8a59b038108
50f9c4ecf4bef4e05570
Meeting number (access code): 2455 559 4526
Meeting password: PTcPS23vqM7
Tap to join from a mobile device (attendees only):
+1-415-655-0001,,24555594526## US toll
Join by phone:
+1-415-655-0001 US Toll
Join from a video system or application:
Dial 24555594526@nvbusinessandindustry.webex.com You can also dial 173.243.2.68 and
enter your meeting number
Need help? Go to https://help.webex.com/

CARSON CITY
400 West King Street
Suite 400
Carson City, NV 89703
(775) 684-7270

LAS VEGAS
3360 West Sahara Avenue
Suite 250
Las Vegas, NV 89102
(702) 486-9080

Pursuant to NRS 233B.0608 and 233B.0609, the Division is providing the following statements
pertaining to the public hearing on proposed changes to Chapter 455C of NAC.
The need and purpose of the proposed revisions to regulations: The Division of Industrial
Relations, Mechanical Compliance Section (“MCS”) shall adopt by regulation the stands and
procedures for the installation, inspection, maintenance, relocation, improvement, alterations,
and repair of boilers, elevators, and pressure vessels. The proposed regulation relates to the safety
of certain mechanical equipment; revises certain requirements for boilers and pressure vessels;
revises certain definitions; revises the adoption by reference of certain manuals, codes and
standards governing boilers and pressure vessels; revises procedures to obtain an exemption from
certain requirements for boilers and pressure vessels; revises requirements for the issuance and
renewal of certain certificates and work cards; provides that an elevator is not required to comply
with certain requirements governing elevators until the occurrence of certain events; authorizes
an elevator mechanic to be assisted by a licensed contractor in the performance of certain work;
revises requirements for the operation of certain elevators and personnel hoists; authorizes an
inspector to enter a premises that contains an elevator for the purposes of performing an
inspection; authorizes the Mechanical Compliance Section of the Division of Industrial Relations
of the Department of Business and Industry to place a lockout device on the energy isolating device
that services an elevator, boiler or pressure vessel under certain circumstances; revises provisions
relating to methods of enforcement used by the Division to ensure compliance with legal
requirements; authorizes the Mechanical Compliance Section to personally deliver certain notices
through an inspector; and provides other matters properly relating thereto.
The estimated economic effect of the proposed regulations on (a) regulated businesses and (b) the
public, including, stated separately: (i) adverse and beneficial effects; and (ii) immediate and longterm effects:
(a) Regulated businesses:
(i)
Adverse and beneficial effects:
The Division anticipates no adverse effects, either direct or indirect, on
regulated businesses as the result of these regulations. The adverse effects, if any,
are difficult to determine at this time. There will be no direct or indirect cost to
regulated or small businesses.
The Division believes that there will be no beneficial effects, either direct
or indirect, on regulated or small businesses as the result of these regulations.
The Division notes that, as stated in Section 4 of the proposed regulation,
there is an increase in the costs for obtaining sections of the ASME Boiler and
Pressure Vessel Code, 2021 edition and addenda, published by the American
Society of Mechanical Engineers. However, these costs are not paid to the Division
but rather to ASME.
(ii)

Immediate and long-term effects:
The Division does not anticipate any immediate effects, either adverse or
beneficial, on regulated or small businesses as a result of these regulations. There
will be no direct or indirect costs to regulated or small businesses.
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The Division does not anticipate any long term effects, either adverse or
beneficial, on regulated or small businesses as a result of these regulations. There
will be no direct or indirect costs to regulated or small businesses.
(b) The public:
(i)
Adverse and beneficial effects:
The Division anticipates no adverse effects, either direct or indirect, on the
public as the result of these regulations. There will be no direct or indirect cost to
the public.
(ii)

Immediate and long-term effects:
The Division does not anticipate any immediate effects, either adverse or
beneficial, on the public as a result of these regulations. There will be no direct or
indirect costs to the public.

The estimated cost to the Division for enforcement of the proposed regulations: The Division does
not anticipate incurring any additional cost for these proposed permanent regulations.
The Division believes that the proposed regulation does not overlap or duplicate any existing
regulation. The proposed regulation is not required by federal law and there is no equivalent
federal law.
The proposed regulation does not establish a new fee or increase an existing fee. The proposed
regulation does not include a new fee or an increase of an existing fee. However, the Division
notes that, as stated in Section 4 of the proposed regulation, there is an increase in the costs for
obtaining sections of the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, 2021 edition and addenda,
published by the American Society of Mechanical Engineers. However, these costs are not paid
to the Division but rather to ASME.
The Division invites representatives of regulated businesses and the public to attend the public
hearing and/or prepare written and/or oral comments concerning the proposed regulations. A copy
of the proposed language for LCB File No. R034-21, may be downloaded from the Division’s
website: http://dir.nv.gov/Meetings/Meetings/. Before the Public Hearing, persons may submit
written comments to Christopher A. Eccles, Esq., Senior Division Counsel, Division of Industrial
Relations, 3360 W. Sahara Ave., Suite 250, Las Vegas, Nevada 89102 or by email to
ceccles@dir.nv.gov. If no person who is directly affected by the proposed regulation appears to
make oral comments, the Division may proceed immediately to act upon any written submissions.
Persons with disabilities who require special accommodations or assistance at the public hearing
must notify Rosalind Jenkins, at the Division of Industrial Relations, 3360 W. Sahara Ave., Ste.
250, Las Vegas, Nevada 89102, or by calling (702) 486-9014 at least three (3) working days prior
to the scheduled hearing date.
A copy of this notice and the proposed regulations are available at the Division's web page
(http://dir.nv.gov/Meetings/Meetings/). This notice and the text of the proposed regulations are
also in the State of Nevada Register of Administrative Regulations, which is prepared and
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published monthly by the Legislative Counsel Bureau pursuant to NRS 233B.0653, and on the
internet at http://www.leg.state.nv.us. Copies of this notice and the proposed regulations will also
be mailed to members of the public upon request. A reasonable fee may be charged for copies if
it is deemed necessary.
Notice required by NRS 233B.064: Upon adoption of any regulation, the agency (the Division),
if requested to do so by an interested person, either before adoption or thirty days thereafter, shall
issue a concise statement or the principal reasons for and against its adoption, and incorporate
therein its reason for overruling the consideration urged against its adoption.
This notice has been posted on Nevada’s notice website: http://leg.state.nv.us/App/Notice/A/;
State of Nevada notice website: https://notice.nv.gov; and the Division’s website:
http://dir.nv.gov/Meetings/Meetings, as set forth in NRS 241.020(4)(b) and (4)(c). A copy of the
Notice and the proposed permanent regulation to be adopted and/or amended is on file and has
also been posted at the following locations:
Division of Industrial Relations, 3360 West Sahara Avenue, Suite 250, Las Vegas, Nevada
89102; and
Division of Industrial Relations, 400 West King Street, Suite 400, Carson City, Nevada
89710
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HEARING AGENDA
DIVISION OF INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS
DEPARTMENT OF BUSINESS AND INDUSTRY
Notice: (1) Items on the Agenda may be taken out of order; (2) the Division may combine two
or more Agenda items for consideration; and (3) the Division may remove an item on the Agenda
at any time.
I.

Call to Order.

II.

Public Comment. The opportunity for public comment is reserved for any matter
listed below on the Agenda as well as any matter within the jurisdiction of the
Division. No action on such an item may be taken by the Division unless and until
the matter has been noticed as an action item. Comment may not be restricted based
on viewpoint.

III.

Discussion of Proposed Permanent Regulations – LCB File No. R034-21, amendment
of regulations that pertain to Chapter 455C of the Nevada Administrative Code.

IV.

Public Comment. The opportunity for public comment is reserved for any matter
within the jurisdiction of the Division. No action on such an item may be taken by
the Division unless and until the matter has been noticed as an action item. Comment
may not be restricted based on viewpoint.

V.

Adjournment.
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REVISED PROPOSED REGULATION OF THE
DIVISION OF INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS OF THE
DEPARTMENT OF BUSINESS AND INDUSTRY
LCB File No. R034-21
July 13, 2022
EXPLANATION – Matter in italics is new; matter in brackets [omitted material] is material to be omitted.

AUTHORITY: §§ 1-34, NRS 455C.110.
A REGULATION relating to the safety of certain mechanical equipment; revising certain
requirements for boilers and pressure vessels; revising certain definitions; revising the
adoption by reference of certain manuals, codes and standards governing boilers and
pressure vessels; revising procedures to obtain an exemption from certain requirements
for boilers and pressure vessels; revising requirements for the issuance and renewal of
certain certificates and work cards; providing that an elevator is not required to comply
with certain requirements governing elevators until the occurrence of certain events;
authorizing an elevator mechanic to be assisted by a licensed contractor in the
performance of certain work; revising requirements for the operation of certain
elevators and personnel hoists; authorizing an inspector to enter a premises that
contains an elevator for the purposes of performing an inspection; authorizing the
Mechanical Compliance Section of the Division of Industrial Relations of the
Department of Business and Industry to place a lockout device on the energy isolating
device that services an elevator, boiler or pressure vessel under certain circumstances;
revising provisions relating to methods of enforcement used by the Division to ensure
compliance with legal requirements; authorizing the Mechanical Compliance Section to
personally deliver certain notices through an inspector; and providing other matters
properly relating thereto.
Legislative Counsel’s Digest:
Existing law requires the Division of Industrial Relations of the Department of Business and
Industry to adopt certain regulations: (1) establishing standards and procedures relating to the
installation, inspection, operation, maintenance, relocation, improvement, alteration and repair of
boilers, elevators and pressure vessels; and (2) relating to the certification of boiler inspectors
and elevator mechanics. (NRS 455C.110)
Section 1 of this regulation requires a boiler to have a means for disconnecting it from all
sources of electricity and sets forth requirements for such a disconnecting means.
Sections 2 and 3 of this regulation revise certain definitions concerning boilers and pressure
vessels.
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Existing regulations adopt certain publications by reference as standards for boilers and
pressure vessels. (NAC 455C.108) Section 4 of this regulation: (1) updates the publication
information and cost of certain publications adopted by reference; and (2) adopts additional
publications by reference.
Existing regulations set forth a process by which an owner of a boiler or pressure vessel is
authorized to obtain an exemption from certain requirements for boilers and pressure vessels by
submitting an application to the Mechanical Compliance Section. Under existing regulations, if
an inspector approves an exemption, a person designated by the Chief of the Mechanical
Compliance Section is required to review the application. (NAC 455C.116) Section 5 of this
regulation removes the requirement that such a review take place within 5 working days after the
inspector approves the exemption.
Existing regulations set forth materials that are required to be submitted to the Mechanical
Compliance Section for the issuance of a certificate to work as a special inspector and for the
issuance and renewal of a certificate to work as an elevator mechanic, a certificate of
competency as a special inspector and a work card. (NAC 455C.130, 455C.460, 455C.462,
455C.464, 455C.466, 455C.468, 455C.470) Sections 6 and 15-20 of this regulation include
among the required materials a clear photograph of the face of the applicant. Section 6 of this
regulation specifies that an applicant for a certificate to work as a special inspector is required to
submit the statement regarding an obligation for the support of a child that is required to be
submitted under existing law. (NRS 455C.130) Section 7 of this regulation makes a conforming
change relating to the submission of such a statement. Section 6 additionally revises the
expiration date of such a certificate or work card from March 1 following the date of issuance to
1 year following the date of issuance. Section 16 of this regulation requires an applicant for the
renewal of a certificate to work as an elevator mechanic to submit to the Mechanical Compliance
Section proof that the applicant has completed certain educational training requirements in the
calendar year immediately preceding the application.
Existing regulations prohibit, with certain exceptions, the removal or disturbance of boilers or
pressure vessels that have undergone certain accidents before an inspection has been made by an
inspector or special inspector. (NAC 455C.172) Section 8 of this regulation requires such an
inspection to be made only by an inspector.
Existing regulations prohibit, with certain exceptions, a boiler or pressure vessel from being
installed in this State unless it has been registered with the National Board of Boiler and Pressure
Vessel Inspectors. (NAC 455C.182) Section 9 of this regulation: (1) additionally prohibits the
installation of boilers or pressure vessels that are not constructed to conform with certain
standards; and (2) exempts certain refrigeration pressure vessels from that prohibition.
Section 10 of this regulation sets forth certain requirements for the installation of an
emergency shut-off valve for a boiler which is gas-fired.
Existing regulations require that an inspector or special inspector be consulted about any
repair or alteration of a boiler or pressure vessel. (NAC 455C.216) Section 11 of this regulation
requires the inspector or special inspector to hold an “R” endorsement issued by the National
Board.
Section 12 of this regulation revises certain requirements relating to safety relief valves for
certain boilers. Section 13 of this regulation revises certain requirements for the placement of
boilers that are designed to be mounted on a wall.
Existing regulations require, with certain exceptions, an elevator in this State to be designed,
constructed, installed, operated, inspected, tested, maintained, altered and repaired in a manner
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that satisfies the requirements set forth in certain publications adopted by reference, including the
Safety Code for Existing Elevators and Escalators, A17.3, 2017 edition. (NAC 455C.500,
455C.502) Under existing regulations, an elevator installed before December 15, 2004, is not
required, with certain exceptions, to be reconstructed to satisfy the provisions of existing
regulations governing elevators, but is required to comply with the Safety Code for Existing
Elevators and Escalators, A17.3, 2017 edition. (NAC 455C.418, 455C.446) Section 14 of this
regulation provides that an elevator is not required to receive any upgrade required by the Safety
Code for Existing Elevators and Escalators, A17.3, until the earlier of: (1) one year after the
adoption by reference of a new edition of the Safety Code for Existing Elevators and Escalators,
A17.3, that requires the upgrade; or (2) the issuance of an emergency order by the Chief of the
Mechanical Compliance Section regarding the elevator.
Existing regulations authorize, in general, an elevator mechanic to be assisted by an elevator
mechanic apprentice or elevator mechanic helper in the construction, installation, alteration or
repair of an elevator. (NAC 455C.506) Section 21 of this regulation additionally authorizes an
elevator mechanic to be assisted by a licensed contractor so long as such assistance is limited to
certain work performed in the hoistway or pit area of the elevator but not upon the equipment of
the elevator.
Existing regulations authorize the Mechanical Compliance Section to issue a limited operating
permit to allow an elevator to be used during construction. (NAC 455C.510) Section 21 requires
an elevator for which such a permit has been issued to be operated only by an elevator mechanic
or by an elevator mechanic apprentice or elevator mechanic helper under the direct supervision
of an elevator mechanic.
Section 22 of this regulation prohibits the Mechanical Compliance Section from issuing an
operating permit for a period that exceeds 6 months for any personnel hoist which is permanently
installed.
Section 23 of this regulation authorizes an inspector to enter a premises that contains an
elevator for the purposes of performing an inspection of the elevator.
Existing regulations authorize the Chief of the Mechanical Compliance Section or his or her
designee to issue an emergency order to restrain certain conditions or practices relating to an
elevator, boiler or pressure vessel. (NAC 455C.530) Section 24 of this regulation authorizes the
Mechanical Compliance Section to, if the Chief determines that it is necessary after such an
order has been issued, place a lockout device on the energy isolating device that services the
elevator, boiler or pressure vessel.
Sections 26, 27 and 29 of this regulation authorize certain notices that are required to be
delivered by the Mechanical Compliance Section by certified mail to be personally delivered by
an inspector.
Existing law requires the Division to adopt regulations that establish the methods of
enforcement the Division will use to ensure the compliance of the owner of a boiler, elevator or
pressure vessel with certain legal requirements. (NRS 455C.110) Existing regulations establish:
(1) the grounds for enforcement action to be taken by the Mechanical Compliance Section
against various entities; and (2) the enforcement actions that may be taken for such violations.
(NAC 455C.616) Section 25 of this regulation authorizes similar enforcement actions to be taken
against the owner of a boiler, elevator or pressure vessel or a person who installs, maintains,
relocates, improves, alters or repairs an elevator within this State and who is not certified as an
elevator mechanic for certain violations. Sections 26-33 of this regulation make conforming
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changes relating to such enforcement actions against the owner of a boiler, elevator or pressure
vessel.
Section 1. Chapter 455C of NAC is hereby amended by adding thereto a new section to
read as follows:
A boiler must have a single, permanent means for disconnecting the boiler from all sources
of electricity. The disconnecting means must be:
1.

Of at least a general-duty type;

2.

Capable of being locked in the open position;

3.

Installed at an accessible location; and

4. An integral part of the boiler or located within 5 feet of the boiler.
Sec. 2.

NAC 455C.032 is hereby amended to read as follows:

455C.032 “Code” means:
1. Any provision of a code relating to the construction , installation, inspection, repair or
alteration of [boiler] boilers and pressure vessels that has been approved by the National Board;
or
2. Any provision set forth in NAC 455C.020 to 455C.300, inclusive, and section 1 of this
regulation, including, without limitation, any provision set forth in a publication adopted by
reference in NAC 455C.108.
Sec. 3.
455C.064

NAC 455C.064 is hereby amended to read as follows:
“Potable water heater” means a fired heater for the storage of water which has a

corrosion-resistant lining or is constructed with corrosion resistant material and is used to
supply potable hot water.
Sec. 4.
455C.108

NAC 455C.108 is hereby amended to read as follows:
The Division hereby adopts by reference:
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1.

The following sections of the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, [2019] 2021

edition and addenda, published by the American Society of Mechanical Engineers. Those
sections of the publication and the addenda may be obtained from ASME, [P.O. Box 36037,
Newark, NJ 07188-6037,] 150 Clove Road, Little Falls, New Jersey 07424, for the price
indicated:
(a) Section I, Rules for Construction of Power Boilers ........................................... [$500] $540
(b) Section II, Materials - Part D: Properties ............................................................... [760] 820
(c) Section IV, Rules for Construction of Heating Boilers .......................................... [510] 550
(d) Section V, Nondestructive Examination ................................................................ [570] 620
(e) Section VI, Recommended Rules for the Care and Operation of Heating
Boilers ................................................................................................................................ [300] 325
(f) Section VII, Recommended Guidelines for the Care of Power Boilers .................. [300] 325
(g) Section VIII, Rules for Construction of Pressure Vessels - Division 1.................. [775] 840
(h) Section IX, Welding, Brazing and Fusing Qualifications ...................................... [580] 625
(i) Section XIII, Rules for Overpressure Protection ............................................................440
2.

Controls and Safety Devices for Automatically Fired Boilers, CSD-1, 2018 edition,

published by the American Society of Mechanical Engineers. This publication applies to
automatically fired boilers which are directly fired with gas, oil, a combination of gas and oil, or
electricity, and may be obtained from ASME, [P.O. Box 36037, Newark, NJ 07188-6037,] 150
Clove Road, Little Falls, New Jersey 07424, for the price of $103.
3.

Power Piping, B31.1, 2018 edition and addenda, published by the American Society of

Mechanical Engineers. This publication and its addenda may be obtained from ASME, [P.O.
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Box 36037, Newark, NJ 07188-6037,] 150 Clove Road, Little Falls, New Jersey 07424, for the
price of $335.
4.

The Standard for the Qualification and Certification of High Capacity Fossil Fuel Fired

Plants, QFO-1, 1998 edition, published by the American Society of Mechanical Engineers. This
publication may be obtained from ASME, [P.O. Box 36037, Newark, NJ 07188-6037,] 150
Clove Road, Little Falls, New Jersey 07424, for the price of $43.
5.

The edition most recently adopted pursuant to NAC 590.610 of the National Fuel Gas

Code, ANSI Z223.1/NFPA 54, published by the National Fire Protection Association.
6.

The edition most recently adopted in NAC 341.045 of the National Electrical Code,

ANSI/NFPA 70, published by the National Fire Protection Association.
7.

The edition most recently adopted in NAC 477.281 of the International Building Code,

published by the International Code Council.
8.

The edition most recently adopted in NAC 341.045 of the Uniform Mechanical Code,

published by the International Association of Plumbing and Mechanical Officials.
9.

The edition most recently adopted in NAC 341.045 of the Uniform Plumbing Code,

published by the International Association of Plumbing and Mechanical Officials.
10.

The edition most recently adopted in NAC 477.281 of the International Fire Code,

published by the International Code Council.
11.

The National Board Inspection Code, 2019 edition and addenda, published by the

National Board of Boiler and Pressure Vessel Inspectors. This publication and its addenda may
be obtained from the National Board of Boiler and Pressure Vessel Inspectors, at the Internet
address http://nationalboard.org, for the price of $325.
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12.

The Standard for the Installation of Oil-Burning Equipment, ANSI/NFPA 31, 2020

edition, published by the National Fire Protection Association. This publication may be obtained
from the National Fire Protection Association free of charge at the Internet address
http://www.nfpa.org/freeaccess.
13.

The Safety Standard for Refrigeration Systems, ANSI/ASHRAE 15, 2019 edition,

published by the American Society of Heating, Refrigeration and Air-Conditioning Engineers.
This publication may be obtained from the American Society of Heating, Refrigeration and AirConditioning Engineers, [1791 Tullie Circle, Atlanta, GA 30329,] 180 Technology Parkway,
NW, Peachtree Corners, Georgia 30092, for the price of $107.
14.

The edition most recently adopted pursuant to NAC 590.600 of the Liquefied Petroleum

Gas Code, ANSI/NFPA 58, published by the National Fire Protection Association.
15.

The Pressure Vessel Inspection Code: In-Service Inspection, Rating, Repair, and

Alteration, API 510, 2014 edition, published by the American Petroleum Institute. This
publication may be obtained from the American Petroleum Institute, 200 Massachusetts
Avenue, NW, Suite 1100, Washington, D.C. 20001, for the price of $244.
16.

The Hydrogen Technologies Code, NFPA 2, 2020 edition, published by the National

Fire Protection Association. This publication may be obtained from the National Fire
Protection Association free of charge at the Internet address http://www.nfpa.org/freeaccess.
17.

If any publication adopted by reference in subsections 1 to 4, inclusive, 11, 12 , [or] 13 ,

15 or 16 is revised, the Division will review the revision to determine its suitability for this State.
If the Division determines that the revision is not suitable for this State, the Division will hold a
public hearing to review its determination within 6 months after the date of publication of the
revision and give notice of that hearing. If, after the hearing, the Division does not revise its
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determination, the Division will give notice within 30 days after the hearing that the revision is
not suitable for this State. If the Division does not give such notice, the revision becomes part of
the publication adopted by reference in this section.
Sec. 5.
455C.116

NAC 455C.116 is hereby amended to read as follows:
1.

An owner of a boiler or pressure vessel who wishes to obtain an exemption

from a requirement set forth in NAC 455C.020 to 455C.300, inclusive, and section 1 of this
regulation, for a condition or practice that is not consistent with the requirement must submit an
application for an exemption to the Mechanical Compliance Section on a form prescribed by the
Mechanical Compliance Section.
2.

If a condition or practice for which the person requests an exemption does not affect the

safe operation of a boiler, pressure vessel or related system, an inspector may approve the
exemption from the requirement if:
(a) Such an exemption is necessary to allow the operation of the boiler or pressure vessel; and
(b) Compliance with the requirement is not practicable.
3. If an inspector approves the exemption:
(a) The approval must be noted on the application for an exemption; and
(b) The application for an exemption must be reviewed by a person designated by the Chief .
[within 5 working days after the exemption is approved by the inspector.]
4. If the person designated by the Chief grants the exemption, the person shall:
(a) Note that he or she has granted the exemption on the application for an exemption; and
(b) Forward the application for an exemption to the Chief within 15 days after granting the
exemption.
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5.

If the person designated by the Chief denies the exemption and the person requesting the

exemption contests the denial, the person designated by the Chief shall have the boiler or
pressure vessel jointly inspected by any combination of two inspectors or special inspectors.
Each inspector or special inspector shall prepare and submit a report of inspection to the person
designated by the Chief. The person designated by the Chief shall reconsider the application for
exemption and render a final decision based on the information contained in the reports of
inspection submitted by the inspectors or special inspectors pursuant to this section.
6.

In addition to an exemption that may be granted pursuant to subsections 1 to 5, inclusive,

the Chief may grant an exemption from a requirement set forth in NAC 455C.020 to 455C.300,
inclusive, and section 1 of this regulation, for a boiler or pressure vessel in the case of an
emergency or if the Chief determines that such an exemption is in the best interests of the
general public. If the Chief grants an exemption pursuant to this subsection, he or she shall notify
the Administrator of the exemption. If the exemption is granted because the Chief determined
that the exemption is in the best interests of the general public, the notice to the Administrator
must be in writing.
NEW FIRST
PARALLEL
SECTION

Sec. 6.
455C.130

NAC 455C.130 is hereby amended to read as follows:
1.

An applicant for a certificate to work as a special inspector must submit to

the Mechanical Compliance Section:
(a) An application on a form prescribed by the Mechanical Compliance Section;
(b) The fee for issuance of a certificate set forth in NAC 455C.118; --[and]
(c) A clear photograph of the face of the applicant;
(d) The statement required by NRS 455C.130; and
(e) Proof satisfactory to the Mechanical Compliance Section that the applicant:
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(1) Satisfies the requirements described in NAC 455C.132;
(2) Passed the examination described in NAC 455C.132; and
(3) Is employed or retained as an independent contractor by:
(I) An insurance company that is licensed in this State to write insurance for a boiler or
pressure vessel; or
(II) An inspection organization as defined in NAC 455C.058 or 512.528.
2.

If an applicant satisfies the requirements set forth in subsection 1, the Mechanical

Compliance Section may issue a certificate to the applicant.
3.

The Mechanical Compliance Section may issue a card for identification to the applicant

after the applicant receives a commission.
4. A certificate and a card for identification issued pursuant to this section expire at
midnight [on March 1 next] 1 year following the date of issuance, unless the certificate and the
card for identification are renewed.
NEW
SECOND
PARALLEL
SECTION

Sec. 7.
455C.130

NAC 455C.130 is hereby amended to read as follows:
1.

An applicant for a certificate to work as a special inspector must submit to

the Mechanical Compliance Section:
(a) An application on a form prescribed by the Mechanical Compliance Section;
(b) The fee for issuance of a certificate set forth in NAC 455C.118;
(c) A clear photograph of the face of the applicant; and
(d) [The statement required by NRS 455C.130; and
(e)] Proof satisfactory to the Mechanical Compliance Section that the applicant:
(1) Satisfies the requirements described in NAC 455C.132;
(2) Passed the examination described in NAC 455C.132; and
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(3) Is employed or retained as an independent contractor by:
(I) An insurance company that is licensed in this State to write insurance for a boiler or
pressure vessel; or
(II) An inspection organization as defined in NAC 455C.058 or 512.528.
2.

If an applicant satisfies the requirements set forth in subsection 1, the Mechanical

Compliance Section may issue a certificate to the applicant.
3.

The Mechanical Compliance Section may issue a card for identification to the applicant

after the applicant receives a commission.
4. A certificate and a card for identification issued pursuant to this section expire at
midnight 1 year following the date of issuance, unless the certificate and the card for
identification are renewed.
Sec. 8.
455C.172

NAC 455C.172 is hereby amended to read as follows:
If an accident occurs which renders a boiler or pressure vessel inoperative, the

owner of the boiler or pressure vessel or his or her agent shall immediately notify the Mechanical
Compliance Section in writing and submit a detailed report of the accident. In the case of a
serious accident, including an explosion, notice must be given to the Mechanical Compliance
Section immediately by the most expeditious means. The boiler or pressure vessel and any parts
thereof must not be removed or disturbed before an inspection has been made by an inspector [or
special inspector] unless human life is endangered or except to limit further damage.
Sec. 9.
455C.182

NAC 455C.182 is hereby amended to read as follows:
1. Each boiler and pressure vessel must be installed and trimmed as required by

the stamping of the original manufacturer of the boiler or pressure vessel and in accordance with
the applicable provisions of the code.
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2.

Except as otherwise provided in subsection 6, a contractor must obtain a permit for

installation before installing or altering a boiler or pressure vessel, including, without limitation,
a refrigeration pressure vessel, in this State. If installation is begun before the permit is issued,
installation must be suspended until the permit is issued.
3.

A request for a permit for installation must be submitted by the contractor to the

Mechanical Compliance Section in writing not less than 10 days before the installation will begin
and include:
(a) A data report from the manufacturer of the boiler or pressure vessel and, if the boiler or
pressure vessel that is being installed was moved from another location, a copy of the original
permit for installation and report of inspection;
(b) The plans and specifications of the boiler room in which the boiler or pressure vessel is
being installed which designate the location of the boiler or pressure vessel and which comply
with the requirements of NAC 455C.250 and 455C.254; and
(c) A copy of his or her contractor’s license issued pursuant to chapter 624 of NRS which
authorizes the contractor to install boilers or pressure vessels.
4.

Except for an existing installation , [or] a reinstalled boiler or pressure vessel [,] or a

refrigeration pressure vessel with a maximum allowable working pressure that does not
exceed 15 PSIG, a boiler or pressure vessel may not be installed in this State unless it has been
[registered] :
(a) Constructed to conform with the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, as adopted by
reference in NAC 455C.108; and
(b) Registered with the National Board.
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5. Before a secondhand boiler or pressure vessel, reinstalled boiler or pressure vessel, or
portable boiler or pressure vessel may be installed or shipped for installation into this State, the
owner of the boiler or pressure vessel or his or her agent or the contractor must apply to the
Mechanical Compliance Section for approval to install it. The request for a permit for installation
must include, without limitation, a report of inspection. The report of inspection must be
prepared by a person who holds a commission and who inspected the boiler or pressure vessel.
The fittings and appurtenances of the boiler or pressure vessel must comply with the
requirements for the installation of a new boiler or pressure vessel.
6. In the case of an emergency, a contractor may install or alter a boiler or pressure vessel,
including a refrigeration pressure vessel, in this State without first obtaining a permit from the
Mechanical Compliance Section if the contractor:
(a) Notifies the Mechanical Compliance Section the next business day after the alteration or
installation; and
(b) Obtains the permit required by subsection 2 at that time.
7. As used in this section, “emergency” means a situation in which:
(a) A boiler or pressure vessel is required by an occupant of a building for heating, cooling or
a potable water supply;
(b) The occupancy is classified as Group E (Educational), Group I (Institutional) or Group R
(Residential) pursuant to the International Building Code adopted by reference in NAC
455C.108; and
(c) The failure to immediately install or repair the boiler or pressure vessel would be a threat
to public safety.
Sec. 10.

NAC 455C.206 is hereby amended to read as follows:
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455C.206
1.

For installations which are gas-fired:

The burners used must conform to the applicable requirements of the National Fuel Gas

Code, as adopted by reference in NAC 455C.108; and
2. An emergency shut-off valve must be installed:
(a) On the gas line which feeds the installation; [and]
(b) In a location on that gas line such that the emergency shut-off valve is upstream of all
other valves [.] ; and
(c) Not more than 5 feet from the point where the gas line enters the room for the boiler or,
if such an installation is not possible, as close to the point where the gas line enters the room
as possible.
 The emergency shut-off valve must interrupt all flow of gas to the installation upon the
actuation of the emergency shut-down switch for the boiler.
Sec. 11.
455C.216

NAC 455C.216 is hereby amended to read as follows:
1.

Repairs and alterations to all boilers and pressure vessels must conform to the

applicable provisions of the code.
2.

If a repair or alteration to a boiler or pressure vessel is necessary, an inspector or special

inspector who holds an “R” endorsement issued by the National Board must be consulted
about the appropriate method of making the repair or alteration. After the repair or alteration is
made, the inspector or special inspector shall inspect the boiler or pressure vessel in the manner
set forth in the code. The person who makes the repairs or alterations shall submit the “R” form,
prescribed by the National Board, to the Mechanical Compliance Section within 30 days after
completion of the repair or alteration.
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3.

The person who makes repairs or alterations must be qualified pursuant to the applicable

provisions of the code.
Sec. 12.
455C.232

NAC 455C.232 is hereby amended to read as follows:
1.

Each hot water heating boiler must have at least one safety relief valve,

certified by the American Society of Mechanical Engineers or the National Board, set to relieve
pressure at or below the maximum allowable working pressure of the boiler. Each hot water
supply boiler must have at least one safety relief valve of the automatic reseating type, certified
by the American Society of Mechanical Engineers or the National Board, set to relieve at or
below the maximum allowable working pressure of the boiler. Safety relief valves must have a
capacity certified by the American Society of Mechanical Engineers or the National Board and
must have a spring-pop type action if tested by steam. If more than one safety relief valve is used
on hot water heating or hot water supply boilers, the additional valve must be rated by the
American Society of Mechanical Engineers or the National Board and set within a range not to
exceed 6 PSIG above the maximum allowable working pressure of the boiler up to and including
60 PSIG and --[10] 5 percent if the maximum allowable working pressure exceeds 60 PSIG.
Safety relief valves must be spring loaded. Safety relief valves must be arranged so that they
cannot be reset at a higher pressure than the maximum permitted by this subsection.
2.

Material that is likely to fail because of deterioration or vulcanization if it is subjected to

a saturated steam temperature which corresponds to test pressure for capacity must not be used
for any part of the safety relief valve.
3. A safety relief valve must not be smaller than three-quarters of an inch or larger than 4
1/2 inches in a standard pipe size, except that boilers having an input of heat of not more than
15,000 British thermal units per hour may be equipped with a safety relief valve of one-half of an
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inch in diameter or its equivalent area. The opening for the inlet must have an inside diameter
approximately equal to, or greater than, the diameter of the seat. The minimum opening through
any part of the valve must not be less than one-fourth of an inch in diameter or an equivalent
area.
4. The capacity of the safety relief valve for each boiler with a single safety relief valve
must be such that, with the fuel-burning equipment installed and operated at maximum capacity,
the pressure cannot exceed 10 percent above the maximum allowable working pressure of the
boiler.
5.

If operating conditions are changed or additional boiler heating surface is installed, the

capacity of the valve must be increased, if necessary, to meet the new conditions as set forth in
the code and must be in accordance with subsection 4. The additional valves required because of
changed conditions may be installed on the outlet piping if there is no intervening valve.
6. If there is any doubt as to the capacity of the safety relief valve, an accumulation test
must be run as provided in section IV of the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, as adopted
by reference in NAC 455C.108.
7.

A valve of any description must not be placed between the safety relief valve and the

boiler, or on the discharge pipe between the safety relief valve and the atmosphere. The
discharge pipe must be at least full size and fitted with an open drain to prevent water from
lodging in the upper part of the safety relief valve or in the discharge pipe. If an elbow is placed
on the discharge pipe, it must be located close to the safety relief valve outlet or the discharge
pipe must be securely anchored and supported. All discharges from the safety relief valve must
be so located or piped as not to endanger any person in the area.
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8. A pressure and temperature relief valve must be installed on all water heaters and hot
water supply boilers to which the provisions of NAC 455C.020 to 455C.300, inclusive, and
section 1 of this regulation, apply.
Sec. 13. NAC 455C.250 is hereby amended to read as follows:
455C.250

Except as otherwise provided in this section and NAC 455C.252 and 455C.254,

if boilers are replaced or new boilers are installed in existing or new buildings, a minimum
height of at least 3 feet must be provided between the top of the boiler, excluding appurtenances,
and the ceiling and at least 3 feet between any side of the boiler and any adjacent wall or other
structure. Boilers which are designed to be mounted on a wall are not required to maintain a
distance of 3 feet from the wall on which they are mounted. Boilers and pressure vessels having
manholes must have a 5-foot clearance from the opening of the manhole to any wall, ceiling or
piping that will prevent a person from entering the boiler or pressure vessel. All boilers and
pressure vessels must be located so that adequate space will be provided for the proper operation
of the boilers and pressure vessels and their appurtenances, for the inspection of all surfaces,
tubes, waterwalls, economizers, piping, valves and other equipment, and for the necessary
maintenance and repair and the replacement of tubes. If pressure vessels are installed or replaced,
there must be an area of unobstructed clearance which is at least 18 inches wide and provides
access for inspection, maintenance and repair. Clearance for repairs and cleaning may be
provided through a door or access panel into another area if the door or access panel is large
enough to allow the repairs and cleaning to be performed adequately.
Sec. 14.

NAC 455C.446 is hereby amended to read as follows:
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455C.446

1. The requirements of NAC 455C.400 to 455C.530, inclusive, and section 1 of

LCB File No. R045-20, apply to the installation, relocation, use, maintenance, alteration or repair
of an elevator as specified in this section.
2.

All new elevators must be designed and installed in accordance with the requirements of

NAC 455C.400 to 455C.530, inclusive, and section 1 of LCB File No. R045-20.
3.

All relocations of elevators made on or after December 15, 2004, must satisfy the

requirements of NAC 455C.400 to 455C.530, inclusive, and section 1 of LCB File No. R045-20.
4.

An existing installation may be used without being reconstructed to comply with the

requirements of NAC 455C.400 to 455C.530, inclusive, and section 1 of LCB File No. R045-20,
except for those sections which specifically refer to such existing installations. [Every] Except as
otherwise provided in subsection 6, every existing installation must be maintained in a safe
operating condition and must comply with the applicable provisions of the edition of each
publication adopted by reference in NAC 455C.500 that was in effect at the time the elevator
was installed and the Safety Code for Existing Elevators and Escalators, A17.3, as adopted by
reference in NAC 455C.500.
5. Except as otherwise provided in this subsection, an alteration or repair to an existing
installation must satisfy the requirements set forth in NAC 455C.400 to 455C.530, inclusive, and
section 1 of LCB File No. R045-20. If the Mechanical Compliance Section determines that it is
not practicable to satisfy any of those requirements, the alteration or repair must satisfy the
requirements of the applicable provisions of the edition of each publication adopted by reference
in NAC 455C.500 that was in effect at the time the elevator was installed.
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6.

A new elevator or existing installation is not required to receive any upgrade required

by the Safety Code for Existing Elevators and Escalators, A17.3, as adopted by reference in
NAC 455C.500, until:
(a) One year after the adoption by reference pursuant to NAC 455C.500 of the edition of
the Safety Code for Existing Elevators and Escalators, A17.3, that requires the upgrade; or
(b) The Chief issues an emergency order regarding the elevator pursuant to NAC
455C.530,

 whichever is earlier.
FIRST
PARALLEL
SECTION

Sec. 15.

NAC 455C.460 is hereby amended to read as follows:

455C.460 1. An applicant for a certificate to work as an elevator mechanic must submit to
the Mechanical Compliance Section:
(a) An application on a form prescribed by the Mechanical Compliance Section;
(b) The fee for the issuance of a certificate set forth in NAC 455C.450;
(c) A clear photograph of the face of the applicant;
(d) The statement required by NAC 455C.474; and
[(d)] (e) Proof satisfactory to the Mechanical Compliance Section that the applicant:
(1) Has successfully completed a formal educational program or an apprenticeship,
recognized by a state or federal apprenticeship program, in the construction, installation,
alteration and repair of elevators;
(2) Has at least 12,000 hours of working experience in the construction, installation,
alteration and repair of elevators;
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(3) Has at least 10,000 hours of working experience in the construction, installation,
alteration and repair of elevators and holds a current Qualified Elevator Inspector (QEI)
certification issued by an organization that holds a QEI Certificate of Accreditation;
(4) Has at least 8,000 hours of working experience in the construction, installation,
alteration and repair of elevators, has successfully completed at least 60 semester hours or 90
quarter hours of course work from an accredited college or university in an engineering field
relating to the construction, installation, alteration and repair of elevators and holds a current
Qualified Elevator Inspector (QEI) certification issued by an organization that holds a QEI
Certificate of Accreditation; or
(5) Has at least 6,000 hours of working experience in the construction, installation,
alteration and repair of private residence elevators.
2.

If the Mechanical Compliance Section has reason to believe that the conduct of an

applicant for a certificate has raised a reasonable question as to the applicant’s competence to
practice as an elevator mechanic with reasonable skill and safety, the Mechanical Compliance
Section may require an examination of the applicant to determine his or her fitness to practice as
an elevator mechanic. If such action is taken, the reasons for the action must be documented and
must be available to the applicant being examined.
3.

A certificate issued pursuant to this section expires at midnight on the date that is 1 year

after the date of issuance, unless the certificate is renewed.
4.

Except as otherwise provided in subsections 5 , [and] 6 [,] and 7, if an applicant satisfies

the requirements set forth in this section, the Mechanical Compliance Section shall issue a
certificate to the applicant.
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5. If the working experience of the applicant is limited to private residence elevators, the
certificate issued pursuant to this section must only authorize the holder of the certificate to
construct, install, alter or repair a private residence elevator.
6. If the working experience of the applicant is limited to personnel hoists and employee
elevators on construction or demolition sites, the certificate issued pursuant to this section must
only authorize the holder of the certificate to construct, install, alter or repair a personnel hoist or
employee elevator on a construction or demolition site.
7. If the working experience of the applicant is limited to vertical reciprocating conveyors,
the certificate issued pursuant to this section must only authorize the holder of the certificate to
construct, install, alter or repair a vertical reciprocating conveyor.
FIRST
PARALLEL
SECTION

Sec. 16.

NAC 455C.462 is hereby amended to read as follows:

455C.462 1. To renew a certificate, an elevator mechanic must, before the expiration of
the certificate, submit to the Mechanical Compliance Section:
(a) An application on a form prescribed by the Mechanical Compliance Section;
(b) The fee for the renewal of a certificate set forth in NAC 455C.450; [and]
(c) A clear photograph of the face of the applicant;
(d) The statement required by NAC 455C.474 [.] ; and
(e) Proof satisfactory to the Mechanical Compliance Section that the applicant has
completed, in the calendar year immediately preceding the application for renewal, 8 hours of
educational training in the construction, installation, alteration and repair of elevators from a
nationally accredited educational program.
2. The renewal of a certificate pursuant to this section expires at midnight on the date that is
1 year after the date of the renewal.
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FIRST
PARALLEL
SECTION

Sec. 17.
455C.464

NAC 455C.464 is hereby amended to read as follows:
1.

An applicant for a certificate of competency as a special inspector must:

(a) Submit to the Mechanical Compliance Section:
(1) An application on a form prescribed by the Mechanical Compliance Section;
(2) The fee for the issuance of a certificate of competency set forth in NAC 455C.450;
[and]
(3) A clear photograph of the face of the applicant; and
(4) The statement required by NAC 455C.474; and
(b) Hold a current Qualified Elevator Inspector (QEI) certification issued by an organization
that holds a QEI Certificate of Accreditation.
2.

A certificate of competency issued pursuant to this section expires at midnight on the date

that is 1 year after the date of issuance, unless the certificate of competency is renewed.
3.

If an applicant satisfies the requirements set forth in this section, the Mechanical

Compliance Section shall issue a certificate of competency to the applicant.
FIRST
PARALLEL
SECTION

Sec. 18.

NAC 455C.466 is hereby amended to read as follows:

455C.466 1. To renew a certificate of competency, a special inspector must, before the
expiration of the certificate, submit to the Mechanical Compliance Section:
(a) An application on a form prescribed by the Mechanical Compliance Section;
(b) The fee for the renewal of a certificate of competency set forth in NAC 455C.450; [and]
(c) A clear photograph of the face of the applicant; and
(d) The statement required by NAC 455C.474.
2. The renewal of a certificate of competency pursuant to this section expires at midnight on
the date that is 1 year after the date of the renewal.
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FIRST
PARALLEL
SECTION

Sec. 19.
455C.468

NAC 455C.468 is hereby amended to read as follows:
1.

An applicant for a work card must submit to the Mechanical Compliance

Section:
(a) A letter certifying that the applicant is currently employed by or under contract with a
licensed elevator contractor;
(b) The fee for issuance of a work card set forth in NAC 455C.450; [and]
(c) A clear photograph of the face of the applicant; and
(d) The statement required by NAC 455C.474.
2.

A work card issued pursuant to this section expires at midnight on the date that is 1 year

after the date of issuance, unless the work card is renewed.
3.

If an applicant satisfies the requirements set forth in this section, the Mechanical

Compliance Section shall issue a work card to the applicant.
FIRST
PARALLEL
SECTION

Sec. 20.
455C.470

NAC 455C.470 is hereby amended to read as follows:
1.

To renew a work card, an elevator mechanic apprentice or elevator mechanic

helper must, before the expiration of the work card, submit to the Mechanical Compliance
Section:
(a) A letter certifying that he or she is currently employed by or under contract with a
licensed elevator contractor;
(b) The fee for the renewal of a work card set forth in NAC 455C.450; [and]
(c) A clear photograph of the face of the applicant; and
(d) The statement required by NAC 455C.474.
2. The renewal of a work card pursuant to this section expires at midnight on the date that is
1 year after the date of the renewal.
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Sec. 21.

NAC 455C.506 is hereby amended to read as follows:

455C.506 1.

Except as otherwise provided in subsection 3, a licensed elevator contractor

must obtain a permit from the Mechanical Compliance Section for construction, installation or
alteration of an elevator before such work is begun. Only one active permit may exist at any time
for each elevator.
2. A contractor who is required to obtain a permit pursuant to subsection 1 must submit to
the Mechanical Compliance Section not less than 10 business days before commencing the
construction, installation or alteration a request for the permit that is accompanied by plans,
drawings, a maintenance control program and specifications in the form prescribed by the
Mechanical Compliance Section. Except as otherwise provided in subsection 3, if the plans,
drawings and specifications indicate the construction, installation or alteration will comply with
the provisions of NAC 455C.400 to 455C.530, inclusive, and section 1 of LCB File No. R04520, and the contractor does not have an outstanding debt owing to the Mechanical Compliance
Section, the Mechanical Compliance Section shall issue a permit to the contractor.
3.

A permit is not required for repairs and replacement that are necessary for the

maintenance of an elevator if parts of equivalent materials, strength and design as that used in the
original construction are used.
4.

A permit is not required for the installation of cosmetic wraps on elevator hoistway doors,

on doors of cars or on interior panels of cars if the installation:
(a) Does not exceed 90 days in duration;
(b) Does not obscure any required marking, control, light, key switch or access point;
(c) Does not cover any operating panel of a car;
(d) Uses materials that comply with adopted codes; and
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(e) Is not made on an escalator.
5. An elevator for which a permit for construction, installation or alteration is required must
not be constructed, installed or altered unless a permit has been issued. If any such work is
started before the permit is obtained, the work must be suspended until a permit is issued and the
Mechanical Compliance Section may impose an administrative fine of not more than $5,000 on
the licensed elevator contractor or, if a licensed elevator contractor is not performing the work,
on the owner of the elevator. Each 30-calendar-day period during which a violation of this
section continues constitutes a separate violation.
6.

Except as otherwise provided in subsection 3 of NAC 455C.510, an operating permit is

suspended upon the issuance of a permit for alteration of an elevator until the alteration is
complete and a satisfactory inspection has been performed by the Mechanical Compliance
Section. A permit for construction, installation or alteration of an elevator does not authorize the
operation of an elevator for which an operating permit is required.
7.

Except as otherwise provided in subsection 8, as required by NRS 455C.160, a person

who constructs, installs, alters or repairs a new elevator or existing installation must be certified
as an elevator mechanic pursuant to NRS 455C.110 and NAC 455C.460.
8.

An elevator mechanic may be assisted in the construction, installation, alteration or repair

of a new elevator or existing installation by --[an] :
(a) An elevator mechanic apprentice or an elevator mechanic helper if the work performed by
the elevator mechanic apprentice or elevator mechanic helper is performed under the supervision
of the elevator mechanic.
(b) Subject to the provisions of section 1 of LCB File No. R045-20, a licensed contractor,
so long as such assistance is limited to the performance of construction work, including,
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without limitation, plumbing, electrical work, carpentry, steelwork and the installation or
removal of drywall, which is performed within the hoistway or pit area of the elevator but not
upon the equipment of the elevator.
9. An elevator for which a limited operating permit to allow the elevator to be used during
construction has been issued pursuant to NAC 455C.510 may only be operated by:
(a) An elevator mechanic; or
(b) An elevator mechanic apprentice or elevator mechanic helper working under the direct
supervision of an elevator mechanic.
Sec. 22.
455C.510

NAC 455C.510 is hereby amended to read as follows:
1. The Mechanical Compliance Section shall issue an operating permit to the

owner of an elevator within the period set forth in subsection 2 if the written report of inspection
indicates the elevator is in compliance with NAC 455C.400 to 455C.530, inclusive, and section 1
of LCB File No. R045-20. The operating permit must set forth the number assigned by the
Mechanical Compliance Section and the serial number assigned by the manufacturer of the
elevator. The operating permit must be retained on the premises where the elevator is installed.
The owner shall post in each elevator information regarding the operating permit as required by
the Mechanical Compliance Section.
2.

The Mechanical Compliance Section shall issue an operating permit within:

(a) Thirty calendar days for existing installations; and
(b) Fifteen calendar days for new elevators,
 after the date of the inspection, unless the time is extended by the Mechanical Compliance
Section. An elevator for which a permit is required must not be operated unless the operating
permit has been issued.
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3.

The Mechanical Compliance Section may issue a limited operating permit to allow an

elevator to be used during construction.
4.

The Mechanical Compliance Section shall not issue an operating permit for a period that

exceeds:
(a) One year for elevators, dumbwaiters, platform lifts and material lifts.
(b) Six months for escalators [or] , moving walks [.] or any personnel hoist which is
permanently installed.
(c) [The] Except as otherwise provided in paragraph (b), the period designated by the
Mechanical Compliance Section for related equipment.
(d) Ninety calendar days if the operating permit is a limited operating permit issued to allow
an elevator to be used during construction.
5.

If the written report of an inspection of an elevator indicates a violation of NAC

455C.400 to 455C.530, inclusive, and section 1 of LCB File No. R045-20, or of the detailed
plans and specifications approved by the Mechanical Compliance Section pursuant to NAC
455C.506, the Mechanical Compliance Section shall give notice to the owner of the elevator and
may give notice to any other appropriate person of the changes necessary for compliance. If the
owner makes the changes required by the Mechanical Compliance Section, the Mechanical
Compliance Section shall issue an operating permit to the owner within:
(a) Thirty calendar days for existing installations; and
(b) Fifteen calendar days for new elevators,
 after the date the changes were completed, unless the time is extended by the Mechanical
Compliance Section.
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6.

If the written report of an inspection of an elevator indicates that the elevator is unsafe

and that its continued operation may be dangerous, the Mechanical Compliance Section shall
refuse to issue, or shall suspend or revoke, the operating permit and shall require the owner of
the elevator to ensure that the elevator will not be used until the elevator has been made safe and
is in compliance with the requirements of NAC 455C.400 to 455C.530, inclusive, and section 1
of LCB File No. R045-20.
Sec. 23.
455C.518

NAC 455C.518 is hereby amended to read as follows:
1. In addition to those inspections of an elevator that are required to be made

pursuant to NAC 455C.516, an inspector or a special inspector may require an inspection to be
made of any elevator if, in his or her opinion, an inspection is necessary to determine the safety
of the elevator. If an inspector or special inspector determines that the operating permit for an
elevator should be suspended, modified or revoked pursuant to NAC 455C.530, 455C.616,
455C.624 or 455C.632 due to an unsafe condition, he or she shall notify the Mechanical
Compliance Section immediately.
2.

All inspection duties set forth in the Safety Code for Elevators and Escalators, A17.1, the

Guide for Inspection of Elevators, Escalators, and Moving Walks, A17.2, and the Standard for
the Qualification of Elevator Inspectors, QEI-1, as adopted by reference in NAC 455C.500, must
be performed by an inspector or a special inspector. An inspector or special inspector shall only
perform the inspection duties described by those publications, including, without limitation, as
applicable, the observation of periodic tests performed by an elevator mechanic and the
inspection of the machine room, elevator car top, hoistway, inside of the cab of an elevator and
elevator pit area.
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3. An inspector may, upon presenting appropriate credentials to the owner, operator or
agent in charge of a premises that contains an elevator, enter without delay and at reasonable
times the premises for the purposes of performing an inspection of the elevator.
Sec. 24.
455C.530

NAC 455C.530 is hereby amended to read as follows:
1. The Chief of the Mechanical Compliance Section or his or her designee may

issue an emergency order to restrain any conditions or practices relating to an elevator, boiler or
pressure vessel which are such that a danger exists which could reasonably be expected to cause
death or serious physical harm immediately or before the imminence of the danger can be
eliminated through the other enforcement procedures provided by this chapter. An order issued
pursuant to this section may require such steps to be taken as are necessary to avoid, correct or
remove the imminent danger and may prohibit the employment or presence of any person in
locations or under conditions where the imminent danger exists, except persons whose presence
is necessary to avoid, correct or remove the imminent danger or to maintain the capacity of a
continuous process operation to resume normal operations without a complete cessation of
operations or, where a cessation of operations is necessary, to allow the cessation to be
accomplished in a safe and orderly manner.
2. An emergency order issued pursuant to subsection 1 becomes effective upon delivery to
the owner of the elevator, boiler or pressure vessel or his or her agent where the danger exists. If,
within 15 calendar days after the effective date of the order, the owner of the elevator, boiler or
pressure vessel fails to notify the Administrator that the owner wishes to contest the order, the
order shall be deemed a final order. If the owner of the elevator, boiler or pressure vessel
contests the order within 15 days after the effective date of the order and the Administrator does
not rescind or modify the order as requested, the owner may petition the district court for relief.
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Upon the filing of such a petition, the district court may grant injunctive relief or a temporary
restraining order pending the outcome of an enforcement proceeding pursuant to this chapter.
3.

Whenever and as soon as an inspector or a special inspector concludes that a condition or

practice described in subsection 1 exists regarding an elevator, boiler or pressure vessel, the
inspector or special inspector shall inform the owner of the elevator, boiler or pressure vessel or
his or her agent and the general public of the danger and that he or she is recommending to the
Chief of the Mechanical Compliance Section that an emergency order be issued.
4.

If an emergency order has been issued pursuant to subsection 1, an inspection to return

the elevator, boiler or pressure vessel to service may be performed only by an inspector.
5. If an emergency order has been issued pursuant to subsection 1 and the Chief of the
Mechanical Compliance Section or his or her designee determines that it is necessary, the
Mechanical Compliance Section may place a lockout device on the energy isolating device that
services the elevator, boiler or pressure vessel. The lockout device must not be removed from
the energy isolating device except upon the issuance of an order by the Chief of the
Mechanical Compliance Section or his or her designee.
6. As used in this section, “energy isolating device” means a mechanical device that
physically prevents the transmission or release of energy.
Sec. 25.
455C.616

NAC 455C.616 is hereby amended to read as follows:
1.

The Mechanical Compliance Section may take any action described in

subsection 2 if it determines that:
(a) A holder of an operating permit for a boiler or pressure vessel has violated any of the
provisions set forth in NAC 455C.020 to 455C.300, inclusive;
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(b) A holder of an operating permit for an elevator has violated any of the provisions set forth
in NAC 455C.400 to 455C.530, inclusive, and section 1 of LCB File No. R045-20;
(c) A holder of a certificate to work as a special inspector has violated any of the provisions
set forth in NAC 455C.020 to 455C.300, inclusive, or 512.500 to 512.594, inclusive;
(d) A holder of a certificate to work as an elevator mechanic has violated any of the
provisions set forth in NAC 455C.400 to 455C.530, inclusive, and section 1 of LCB File No.
R045-20;
(e) A holder of a certificate of competency or a certificate of accreditation as an authorized
inspection agency has violated any of the provisions set forth in NAC 455C.400 to 455C.530,
inclusive, and section 1 of LCB File No. R045-20;
(f) A holder of a work card as an elevator mechanic apprentice or elevator mechanic helper
has violated any of the provisions set forth in NAC 455C.400 to 455C.530, inclusive, and section
1 of LCB File No. R045-20; [or]
(g) A licensed contractor or licensed elevator contractor has violated any of the provisions set
forth in NAC 455C.020 to 455C.300, inclusive, or NAC 455C.400 to 455C.530, inclusive, and
section 1 of LCB File No. R045-20 [.] ;
(h) The owner of a boiler, elevator or pressure vessel has violated any of the provisions set
forth in NAC 455C.020 to 455C.530, inclusive, and section 1 of this regulation; or
(i) A person who installs, maintains, relocates, improves, alters or repairs an elevator
within this State and who is not certified as an elevator mechanic pursuant to NAC 455C.460,
has violated any of the provisions set forth in NAC 455C.400 to 455C.530, inclusive, and
section 1 of LCB File No. R045-20 and section 1 of this regulation.
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2.

After determining a violation described in subsection 1 has occurred, the Mechanical

Compliance Section may:
(a) Issue a notice of violation which requires the holder of the operating permit, certificate,
certificate of competency, certificate of accreditation as an authorized inspection agency or work
card or the owner of a boiler, elevator or pressure vessel to correct the violation;
(b) Impose an administrative fine of not more than $5,000 and revoke the operating permit,
certificate, certificate of competency, certificate of accreditation as an authorized inspection
agency or work card, as applicable;
(c) For a second violation within a period of 24 months:
(1) Impose an administrative fine of not more than $10,000;
(2) Revoke the operating permit, certificate, certificate of competency, certificate of
accreditation as an authorized inspection agency or work card, as applicable; and
(3) Require the holder of the operating permit, certificate, certificate of competency,
certificate of accreditation as an authorized inspection agency or work card or the owner of a
boiler, elevator or pressure vessel to fulfill certain training or educational requirements;
(d) For a third violation within a period of 24 months:
(1) Impose an administrative fine of not more than $25,000;
(2) Revoke the operating permit, certificate, certificate of competency, certificate of
accreditation as an authorized inspection agency or work card, as applicable; and
(3) Require the holder of the operating permit, certificate, certificate of competency,
certificate of accreditation as an authorized inspection agency or work card or the owner of a
boiler, elevator or pressure vessel to fulfill certain training or educational requirements; or
(e) For a fourth or subsequent violation within a period of 24 months:
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(1) Impose an administrative fine of not more than $50,000;
(2) Revoke the operating permit, certificate, certificate of competency, certificate of
accreditation as an authorized inspection agency or work card, as applicable; and
(3) Require the holder of the operating permit, certificate, certificate of competency,
certificate of accreditation as an authorized inspection agency or work card or the owner of a
boiler, elevator or pressure vessel to fulfill certain training or educational requirements.
3. Each 30-calendar-day period during which a violation of subsection 1 continues
constitutes a separate violation for which the Mechanical Compliance Section may impose an
additional administrative fine of not more than $5,000.
Sec. 26.
455C.618

NAC 455C.618 is hereby amended to read as follows:
If the Mechanical Compliance Section intends to impose an administrative fine

pursuant to NAC 455C.506 or 455C.616, a penalty pursuant to NAC 455C.492 or a penalty
pursuant to NAC 455C.616 against the holder of a certificate of accreditation as an authorized
inspection agency, the Mechanical Compliance Section shall notify the licensed contractor, the
licensed elevator contractor, the holder of an operating permit, certificate, certificate of
competency, certificate of accreditation as an authorized inspection agency or work card or the
owner of a boiler, elevator or pressure vessel of its intention by:
1.

Delivering , either personally by an inspector or by certified mail, a notice of violation

to the licensed contractor, the licensed elevator contractor , [or] the holder of the operating
permit, certificate, certificate of competency, certificate of accreditation as an authorized
inspection agency or work card [by certified mail;] or the owner of a boiler, elevator or pressure
vessel;
2. Enclosing with the notice of violation:
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(a) A statement indicating the legal authority and jurisdiction of the Mechanical Compliance
Section to issue the administrative fine or penalty; and
(b) A statement of the reasons for the proposed action, including a citation of the applicable
regulations supporting the action and the proposed administrative fine or penalty; and
3.

Stating the effective date of the imposition of the proposed administrative fine or penalty

upon failure to contest, the procedures for bringing a contest and the procedures for an appeal.
Sec. 27.

NAC 455C.626 is hereby amended to read as follows:

455C.626

If the Mechanical Compliance Section intends to suspend, modify or revoke an

operating permit, certificate, certificate of competency, certificate of accreditation as an
authorized inspection agency or work card issued pursuant to the provisions of this chapter, the
Mechanical Compliance Section shall notify the holder of the operating permit, certificate,
certificate of competency, certificate of accreditation as an authorized inspection agency or work
card or the owner of a boiler, elevator or pressure vessel of the suspension, modification or
revocation by:
1. Delivering , either personally by an inspector or by certified mail, a notice of
suspension, modification or revocation to the holder of the operating permit, certificate,
certificate of competency, certificate of accreditation as an authorized inspection agency or work
card [by certified mail;] or the owner of a boiler, elevator or pressure vessel;
2.

Enclosing with the notice of suspension, modification or revocation:

(a) A statement indicating the legal authority and jurisdiction of the Mechanical Compliance
Section to issue the suspension, modification or revocation; and
(b) A statement of the reasons for the proposed action, including a citation of the applicable
regulations supporting the action; and
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3. Stating the effective date of the suspension, modification or revocation, the procedures
for bringing a contest and the procedures for an appeal.
Sec. 28.
455C.628

NAC 455C.628 is hereby amended to read as follows:
1.

A holder of an operating permit, certificate, certificate of competency,

certificate of accreditation as an authorized inspection agency or work card or an owner of a
boiler, elevator or pressure vessel may appeal the suspension, modification or revocation of his
or her operating permit, certificate, certificate of competency, certificate of accreditation as an
authorized inspection agency or work card by filing a contest with the Chief of the Mechanical
Compliance Section within 15 calendar days after the effective date of the suspension,
modification or revocation.
2.

Any contest filed pursuant to this section does not stay the suspension, modification or

revocation. A stay may be requested from the Chief of the Mechanical Compliance Section but
will not be granted if the holder of the certificate, certificate of competency, certificate of
accreditation as an authorized inspection agency or work card or the boiler, elevator or pressure
vessel for which the operating permit was obtained, constitutes an immediate threat to the health
or safety of the general public. The holder of the operating permit, certificate, certificate of
competency, certificate of accreditation as an authorized inspection agency or work card or the
owner of a boiler, elevator or pressure vessel has the burden of showing that there is not a threat
to the health or safety of the general public if a stay is granted.
3.

A contest filed pursuant to this section must be made in writing and describe in particular

the matters to be contested. The contest must be accompanied by:
(a) Any documents applicable to the contest;
(b) The names of any witnesses who may be called at the hearing; and
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(c) The expected time needed to present the contest.
 If any person alleges that the Division does not have the jurisdiction or legal authority to act
with regard to any suspension, modification or revocation, it must be indicated in the contest
documents.
4.

The Chief of the Mechanical Compliance Section shall set a date for hearing within 30

days after the receipt of any written contest. A holder of an operating permit, certificate,
certificate of competency, certificate of accreditation as an authorized inspection agency or work
card or an owner of a boiler, elevator or pressure vessel may request that the hearing be held on
an earlier date by submitting a written request to the Chief of the Mechanical Compliance
Section. The request must show that the holder of the operating permit, certificate, certificate of
competency, certificate of accreditation as an authorized inspection agency or work card or the
owner of a boiler, elevator or pressure vessel will suffer a substantial hardship if the date of the
hearing is not changed and offer a proposed date for hearing. The holder of the operating permit,
certificate, certificate of competency, certificate of accreditation as an authorized inspection
agency or work card or the owner of a boiler, elevator or pressure vessel has the burden of
establishing a substantial hardship.
5.

The Chief of the Mechanical Compliance Section shall hear all contests filed pursuant to

this section and give all parties thereto notice of the hearing and a fair opportunity to participate
at the hearing. The Chief of the Mechanical Compliance Section shall issue his or her decision
within a reasonable time after the conclusion of the hearing.
Sec. 29.
455C.634

NAC 455C.634 is hereby amended to read as follows:
1.

If the Mechanical Compliance Section intends to suspend summarily an

operating permit, certificate, certificate of competency, certificate of accreditation as an
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authorized inspection agency or work card issued pursuant to this chapter, the Mechanical
Compliance Section shall notify the holder of the operating permit, certificate, certificate of
competency, certificate of accreditation as an authorized inspection agency or work card or the
owner of a boiler, elevator or pressure vessel of the summary suspension by:
(a) Delivering , either personally by an inspector or by certified mail, a notice of the
summary suspension to the holder of the operating permit, certificate, certificate of competency,
certificate of accreditation as an authorized inspection agency or work card [by certified mail;] or
the owner of a boiler, elevator or pressure vessel; and
(b) Enclosing with the notice of summary suspension:
(1) A statement indicating the legal authority and jurisdiction of the Mechanical
Compliance Section to issue the summary suspension; and
(2) A statement of the reasons for the proposed action, including a citation of the
applicable regulations supporting the action or the effect on the general public necessitating the
action, or both.
2. The notice of the summary suspension must:
(a) State the effective date of the summary suspension;
(b) Inform the holder of the operating permit, certificate, certificate of competency,
certificate of accreditation as an authorized inspection agency or work card or the owner of a
boiler, elevator or pressure vessel that he or she is entitled to contest the summary suspension;
and
(c) State that the Mechanical Compliance Section will hold a hearing within 10 business days
after the receipt of any contest.
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3. Upon the receipt of a notice of summary suspension, the holder of the operating permit,
certificate, certificate of competency, certificate of accreditation as an authorized inspection
agency or work card or the owner of a boiler, elevator or pressure vessel shall immediately
cease all operations that are the subject of the suspension.
Sec. 30.
455C.636

NAC 455C.636 is hereby amended to read as follows:
1.

A holder of an operating permit, certificate, certificate of competency,

certificate of accreditation as an authorized inspection agency or work card or an owner of a
boiler, elevator or pressure vessel may appeal a summary suspension by filing a contest with the
Chief of the Mechanical Compliance Section within 15 calendar days after the issuance of the
summary suspension.
2.

Any contest filed pursuant to this section does not stay the summary suspension.

3.

A contest filed pursuant to this section must be made in writing and describe in particular

the matters to be contested. The contest must be accompanied by:
(a) Any documents applicable to the contest;
(b) The names of any witnesses who may be called at the hearing; and
(c) The expected time needed to present the contest.
 If any person alleges that the Mechanical Compliance Section does not have the jurisdiction
or legal authority to act with regard to any summary suspension, it must be indicated in the
contest documents.
4.

The Chief of the Mechanical Compliance Section shall set a date for hearing within 10

business days after the receipt of any written contest.
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5.

The Chief of the Mechanical Compliance Section shall hear all contests filed pursuant to

this section and issue his or her decision within 10 business days after the conclusion of the
hearing.
Sec. 31.
455C.640

NAC 455C.640 is hereby amended to read as follows:
A summary suspension becomes a permanent suspension if the holder of an

operating permit, certificate, certificate of competency or work card [:] or the owner of a boiler,
elevator or pressure vessel:
1.

Does not contest the summary suspension; or

2.

Fails to appeal the decision of the Chief or the Administrator pursuant to the provisions of

this chapter.
Sec. 32.
455C.642

NAC 455C.642 is hereby amended to read as follows:
A summary suspension may be modified or revoked upon written notice to the

holder of the operating permit, certificate, certificate of competency or work card or the owner
of a boiler, elevator or pressure vessel given pursuant to the provisions of NAC 455C.618.
Sec. 33.
455C.644

NAC 455C.644 is hereby amended to read as follows:
The Chief or the Administrator may withdraw a summary suspension upon giving

written notice to the holder of the operating permit, certificate, certificate of competency or work
card [.] or the owner of a boiler, elevator or pressure vessel.
Sec. 34.

1. This section, sections 1 to 6, inclusive, and 8 to 33, inclusive, of this

regulation become effective on the date on which this regulation is filed by the Legislative
Counsel with the Secretary of State.
2.

Section 7 of this regulation becomes effective on the date on which the provisions of 42

U.S.C. § 666 requiring each state to establish procedures under which the state has authority to
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withhold or suspend, or to restrict the use of professional, occupational and recreational licenses
of persons who:
(a) Have failed to comply with a subpoena or warrant relating to a procedure to determine the
paternity of a child or to establish or enforce an obligation for the support of a child; or
(b) Are in arrears in the payment for the support of one or more children,
 are repealed by the Congress of the United States.
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DEPARTMENT OF BUSINESS AND INDUSTRY

DIVISION OF INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS
AMENDED SMALL BUSINESS IMPACT STATEMENT
AS REQUIRED BY NRS 233B.0608 AND 233B.0609
LCB FILE NO. R034-21
August 23, 2022
Note: Small Business is defined as “a business conducted for profit which employs fewer than
150 full-time or part-time employees.” (NRS 233B.0382).
1.
Describe the manner in which comment was solicited from affected small businesses,
a summary of their response and an explanation of the manner in which other interested
persons may obtain a copy of the summary.
ANSWER: To determine whether the proposed regulations are likely to have an impact on small
businesses, the Division considered the purpose and scope of the proposed regulations. The
proposed regulation relates to the safety of certain mechanical equipment; revises certain
requirements for boilers and pressure vessels; revises certain definitions; revises the adoption by
reference of certain manuals, codes and standards governing boilers and pressure vessels; revises
procedures to obtain an exemption from certain requirements for boilers and pressure vessels;
revises requirements for the issuance and renewal of certain certificates and work cards; provides
that an elevator is not required to comply with certain requirements governing elevators until the
occurrence of certain events; authorizes an elevator mechanic to be assisted by a licensed
contractor in the performance of certain work; revises requirements for the operation of certain
elevators and personnel hoists; authorizes an inspector to enter a premises that contains an elevator
for the purposes of performing an inspection; authorizes the Mechanical Compliance Section of
the Division of Industrial Relations of the Department of Business and Industry to place a lockout
device on the energy isolating device that services an elevator, boiler or pressure vessel under
certain circumstances; revises provisions relating to methods of enforcement used by the Division
to ensure compliance with legal requirements; authorizes the Mechanical Compliance Section to
personally deliver certain notices through an inspector; and provides other matters properly
relating thereto.
On July 15, 2022, the Division sent out a Small Business Impact Statement Questionnaire to
interested parties and also posted the same to the Division’s Mechanical Compliance Section’s
website, https://dir.nv.gov/MCS/Information/. The Questionnaire inquired from small businesses
whether they believed there would be any economic effects, adverse or beneficial, direct or
indirect, on their respective businesses from the proposed regulation. The deadline to return
responses to the questionnaire was August 5, 2022. The Division received seventeen (17)
responses, namely from the following: (1) Minister Darnell Allen of Word of Life Christian
Center; (2) Pete Georgis of Evrotas Investments, LLC; (3) Debbie Moos of Omninet 3300 Sahara,
CARSON CITY
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LLC; (4) Brandon Palmer of BLC Builders; (5) Victoria Taitel of MEE2, Inc., d/b/a Reno Forklift;
(6) Marty Mizrahi of LasVegas.Net Hotel; (7) Jerry Roark of Leslies Poolmart; (8) Anne Murphy
of Nellis Cab; (9) Ryan Smith of Maximum Security Self Storage, LLC; (10) Red Rock Country
Club; (11) David Ostrovsky of TLC Casinos; (12) Paul F. Peppard of Fort Apache Storage Depot,
LLC; (13) Jennifer Meads of Samson Equities Corporation; (14) Wendy Murdock of The New
Pioneer, LLC; (15) Ilan Gorodezki of Thunderbird Hotel, Las Vegas, NV; (16) Ilan Gorodezki of
Super 8 Hotel, Las Vegas, NV; and (17) Greg Wells of MAC One, LLC.
Of the 17 responses, four (4) were from businesses with 150 employees or more, and therefore not
“small businesses” as defined in NRS 233B.0382, namely: (1) Leslie’s Poolmart; (2) Nellis Cab;
(3) TLC Casinos; and (4) The New Pioneer, LLC.
Word of Life’s response noted their belief that the regulation would have an adverse economic
effect on its business, as in their 2022 budget and year-to-date, it experienced a decrease in income
of $450,963.00. Because it is a non-profit organization, its revenue is solely dependent on
volunteer contributions, which has decreased by 12% this year. Thus, to include the specific
proposed regulatory provision as an expense would cause substantial hardship to its budget.
Moreover, Word of Life notes that the Passenger elevator is well maintained and serviced on a
monthly basis by Progressive Elevator Company and inspected annually. In response, the Division
attempted to contact a representative from Word of Life and has left messages but has not received
a response.
Evrotas’ response noted their belief that the regulation would have an adverse economic effect on
its business as the estimated dollar value to comply with the new regulation is approximately
$6,000 plus annual maintenance and their elevator gets very little use. It noted that Class B office
rents were low and they can’t pass the expense to tenants, as the added value of the elevator
modifications is slim to none. Evrotas further notes that the code change will have a substantial
impact on its bottom line and is unnecessary as they have never had an issue with their elevator
and was built in accordance with the code existing at the time of construction. In response, the
Division attempted to contact a representative from Evrotas and has left messages but has not
received a response.
Omninet 3300 Sahara, LLC’s response noted their belief that the regulation would have an adverse
economic effect on its business as, per the contracted elevator company, the estimated repairs will
average approximately $15,000 to $180,000 per elevator. They have 8 elevators, for a total of
$120,000 to $1,440,000. Omninet believes that the costs would hinder economic growth of the
property. In response, the Division spoke with Debbie Moos subsequent to Omninet’s submission
and helped Ms. Moos to understand that the proposed regulation does not impose new repair or
alteration requirements for elevators. Instead, Section 14 of the proposed regulation would grant
elevator owners one year to comply with any new upgrades required by the Safety Code for
Existing Elevators and Escalators, A.17.3, as compared to the current version of NAC 455C.446,
which requires immediate compliance each time a new version of A.17.3 is auto-adopted. After
speaking with the Division, Omninet supports the proposal in Section 14 of the regulation to
provide elevator owners a year to comply with changes required by A.17.3.
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BLC Builders’ response noted that it believed the regulation would have an adverse economic
effect on its business with no beneficial effect. In response, the Division attempted to contact a
representative from BLC Builders but its telephones were disconnected.
MEE2, Inc.’s response noted that the regulation would neither have an adverse nor beneficial effect
on its business, and that the regulation would also neither have an indirect adverse or beneficial
effect on its business.
LasVegas.Net Hotel’s response notes its belief that the regulation would have an adverse economic
effect on its business, as the elevator upgrade would cost between $15,000 and $50,000 due to the
age of the elevator and/or property. It believes that the new regulation would put its business at a
competitive disadvantage due to rising costs for parts and supplies. The response further notes
that the regulation would impose the highest average cost for parts and supplies. In response, the
Division attempted to contact LasVegas.Net Hotel via email but has not yet received a response.
Maximum Security Self Storage, LLC’s response notes its belief that the regulation would have
an adverse economic effect on its business, as it received a letter from its elevator repair company
that adoption of the new elevator code (A173.2020) would have an estimated cost for most
properties between $15,000 and $180,000 per elevator. It noted that its elevators were in excellent
shape and that a new requirement would only add to its costs which will have to be passed onto its
customers. In response, the Division spoke with Ryan Smith subsequent to Maximum Security
Self Storage, LLC’s submission and helped Mr. Smith to understand that the proposed regulation
does not impose new repair or alteration requirements for elevators. Instead, Section 14 of the
proposed regulation would grant elevator owners one year to comply with any new upgrades
required by the Safety Code for Existing Elevators and Escalators, A.17.3, as compared to the
current version of NAC 455C.446, which requires immediate compliance each time a new version
of A.17.3 is auto-adopted. After speaking with the Division, Maximum Security Self Storage,
LLC, supports the proposal in Section 14 of the regulation to provide elevator owners a year to
comply with changes required by A.17.3.
Red Rock Country Club’s response notes its belief that the regulation would have an adverse
economic effect on its business, as it believes that the regulation will cost over $20,000, which on
top of all wage increases and supply increases would put the business in a bad situation. In
response, the Division attempted to contact a representative from Red Rock Country Club and has
left messages but has not received a response.
Fort Apache Storage Depot, LLC’s response notes its belief that the regulation would have an
adverse economic effect on its business, as per its elevator maintenance company, it would cost
around $100,000.00 to install. It further believes that an indirect adverse effect would be that the
business would have to increase rental rates to cover the costs, which will adversely affect its
present occupants. In response, the Division spoke with Jennifer Black on behalf of Paul Peppard
subsequent to Fort Apache Storage Depot, LLC’s submission and helped Ms. Black to understand
that the proposed regulation does not impose new repair or alteration requirements for elevators.
Instead, Section 14 of the proposed regulation would grant elevator owners one year to comply
with any new upgrades required by the Safety Code for Existing Elevators and Escalators, A.17.3,
as compared to the current version of NAC 455C.446, which requires immediate compliance each
3

time a new version of A.17.3 is auto-adopted. After speaking with the Division, Fort Apache
Storage Depot, LLC, supports the proposal in Section 14 of the regulation to provide elevator
owners a year to comply with changes required by A.17.3.
Samson Equities Corporation’s response notes its belief that the regulation would have an adverse
economic effect on its business, as it believes that the cost of the elevator code, A173.2020, will
cost it between $15,000 to $180,000 per property. Thus, it believes that the regulation will cost it
to spend a large amount of money in a short period of time. Further, its current elevators work just
fine and are safe so adding this regulation will only hurt its business having to come up with so
much money in such a little time. In response, the Division spoke with Jennifer Meads subsequent
to Samson Equities Corporation’s submission and helped Ms. Meads to understand that the
proposed regulation does not impose new repair or alteration requirements for elevators. Instead,
Section 14 of the proposed regulation would grant elevator owners one year to comply with any
new upgrades required by the Safety Code for Existing Elevators and Escalators, A.17.3, as
compared to the current version of NAC 455C.446, which requires immediate compliance each
time a new version of A.17.3 is auto-adopted. After speaking with the Division, Samson Equities
Cororpoation supports the proposal in Section 14 of the regulation to provide elevator owners a
year to comply with changes required by A.17.3.
Thunderbird Hotel’s response notes its belief that the regulation would have an adverse economic
effect on its business, as it believes that the cost to repair or replace an elevator would be cost
prohibitive, as the Hotel was built in 1964 and there has not been any issues with the elevators, as
they are maintained to State mandated standards. Thunderbird further notes, “If this regulation is
passed as written, it will impact the operating costs which will either be passed on to the customers
or will require consideration to close the hotel. Anticipated repair expense from this regulation is
$300,000.”
Super 8 Hotel’s response notes its belief that the regulation would have an adverse economic effect
on its business, as it believes that the cost to repair or replace an elevator would be cost prohibitive,
as the Hotel was built in 1964 and there has not been any issues with the elevators, as they are
maintained to State mandated standards. Super 8 further notes, “If this regulation is passed as
written, it will impact the operating costs which will either be passed on to the customers or will
require consideration to close the hotel. Anticipated repair expense from this regulation is
$300,000.”
Thunderbird Hotel and Super 8 Hotel are both owned by Mr. Ilan Gorodezki. In response to the
survey responses from Thunderbird Hotel and Super 8 Hotel, the Division spoke with Phyllis
Coleman on behalf of Mr. Gorodezki subsequent to Thunderbird Hotel and Super 8 Hotel’s
submission and helped Ms. Coleman to understand that the proposed regulation does not impose
new repair or alteration requirements for elevators. Instead, Section 14 of the proposed regulation
would grant elevator owners one year to comply with any new upgrades required by the Safety
Code for Existing Elevators and Escalators, A.17.3, as compared to the current version of NAC
455C.446, which requires immediate compliance each time a new version of A.17.3 is autoadopted. After speaking with the Division, Thunderbird Hotel and Super 8 Hotel support the
proposal in Section 14 of the regulation to provide elevator owners a year to comply with changes
required by A.17.3.
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MAC One’s response notes its belief that the regulation would have an adverse economic effect
on its business, as it believes that the estimated costs associated with the installation of the elevator
door restrictors and door locking monitoring system is approximately $46,631.00. MAC One
responded that they were unaware that the proposed regulations were being enforced and did not
budget for the costs associated with the implementation of the proposed changes. “This
enforcement, combined with the short time frame for compliance may limit the availability of
equipment and qualified personnel necessary to complete the scope of work.” In response, the
Division attempted to contact a representative from MAC One and has left messages but has not
received a response.
Based on the review of the proposed regulation, the Division notes that the regulation does not
create any new requirements for upgrades to existing elevators. Therefore, the regulation does not
impose any new costs on elevator owners for upgrades. Instead, Section 14 provides elevator
owners one year to comply with any new upgrades required by the Safety Code for Existing
Elevators and Escalators, A.17.3, as compared to the current version of NAC 455C.446, which
requires immediate compliance each time a new version of A.17.3 is auto-adopted.
Lastly, the Division notes that, as stated in Section 4 of the proposed regulation, there is an increase
in the costs for obtaining sections of the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, 2021 edition and
addenda, published by the American Society of Mechanical Engineers. However, these costs are
not paid to the Division but rather to ASME.
Accordingly, the Division determined that this regulation would not have a direct effect on small
businesses, either adverse or beneficial, and will also have no indirect effect on small businesses,
either adverse or beneficial.
2.

The manner in which the analysis was conducted.

ANSWER: As noted in Answer 1, above, July 15, 2022, the Division sent out a Small Business
Impact Statement Questionnaire to interested parties and also posted the same to the Division’s
Mechanical Compliance Section’s website, https://dir.nv.gov/MCS/Information/.
The
Questionnaire inquired from small businesses whether they believed there would be any economic
effects, adverse or beneficial, direct or indirect, on their respective businesses from the proposed
regulation. The deadline to return responses to the questionnaire was August 5, 2022. The
Division received seventeen (17) responses, namely from the following: (1) Minister Darnell Allen
of Word of Life Christian Center; (2) Pete Georgis of Evrotas Investments, LLC; (3) Debbie Moos
of Omninet 3300 Sahara, LLC; (4) Brandon Palmer of BLC Builders; (5) Victoria Taitel of MEE2,
Inc., d/b/a Reno Forklift; (6) Marty Mizrahi of LasVegas.Net Hotel; (7) Jerry Roark of Leslies
Poolmart; (8) Anne Murphy of Nellis Cab; (9) Ryan Smith of Maximum Security Self Storage,
LLC; (10) Red Rock Country Club; (11) David Ostrovsky of TLC Casinos; (12) Paul F. Peppard
of Fort Apache Storage Depot, LLC; (13) Jennifer Meads of Samson Equities Corporation; (14)
Wendy Murdock of The New Pioneer, LLC; (15) Ilan Gorodezki of Thunderbird Hotel, Las Vegas,
NV; (16) Ilan Gorodezki of Super 8 Hotel, Las Vegas, NV; and (17) Greg Wells of MAC One,
LLC.
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Of the 17 responses, four (4) were from businesses with 150 employees or more, and therefore not
small businesses” as defined in NRS 233B.0382, namely: (1) Leslie’s Poolmart; (2) Nellis Cab;
(3) TLC Casinos; and (4) The New Pioneer, LLC.
After receiving the responses, the Division attempted to reach out to concerned stakeholders to
explain that the proposed regulation does not impose new repair or alteration requirements for
elevators. Instead, Section 14 of the proposed regulation would grant elevator owners one year to
comply with any new upgrades required by the Safety Code for Existing Elevators and Escalators,
A.17.3, as compared to the current version of NAC 455C.446, which requires immediate
compliance each time a new version of A.17.3 is auto-adopted. After speaking with the Division,
Omninet 3300 Sahara, LLC, Maximum Security Self Storage, LLC, Fort Apache Storage Depot,
LLC, Samson Equities Corporation, Thunderbird Hotel, and Super 8 Hotel support the proposal in
Section 14 of the regulation to provide elevator owners a year to comply with changes required by
A.17.3.
3.
The estimated economic effect of the proposed regulation on the small businesses
which it is to regulate, including, without limitation:
(a) Both adverse and beneficial effects; and
(b) Both direct and indirect effects.
ANSWER: The Division anticipates no adverse or beneficial effects, either direct or indirect, on
small businesses as the result of the adoption of this regulation. However, the Division notes that,
as stated in Section 4 of the proposed regulation, there is an increase in the costs for obtaining
sections of the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, 2021 edition and addenda, published by
the American Society of Mechanical Engineers. However, these costs are not paid to the Division
but rather to ASME.
4.
Describe the methods that the agency considered to reduce the impact of the proposed
regulation on small businesses and a statement regarding whether the agency actually used
any of those methods.
ANSWER: Because there will be no substantial impact on small businesses in general, there are
no methods available to reduce the impact the Division could have considered.
5.

The estimated cost to the agency for enforcement of the proposed regulation.

ANSWER: There is no estimated cost to the agency for enforcement of the proposed regulation.
6.
If the proposed regulation provides a new fee or increases an existing fee, the total
annual amount the agency expects to collect and the manner in which the money will be used.
ANSWER: The proposed regulation does not include a new fee or an increase of an existing fee.
However, the Division notes that, as stated in Section 4 of the proposed regulation, there is an
increase in the costs for obtaining sections of the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, 2021
edition and addenda, published by the American Society of Mechanical Engineers. However,
these costs are not paid to the Division but rather to ASME.
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7.
If the proposed regulation includes provisions which duplicate or are more stringent
than federal, state or local standards regulating the same activity, an explanation of why
such duplicative or more stringent provisions are necessary.
ANSWER: The proposed regulation does not include any provisions which duplicate or are more
stringent than existing federal, state, or local standards.
8.
The reasons for the conclusions of the agency regarding the impact of a regulation on
small businesses.
ANSWER: The Division complied with NRS 233B.0608 by considering the purpose and scope
of the proposed amendments. The proposed regulations update the publication information and
cost of certain publications adopted by reference and adopts additional publications by reference.
The proposed regulation relates to the safety of certain mechanical equipment; revises certain
requirements for boilers and pressure vessels; revises certain definitions; revises the adoption by
reference of certain manuals, codes and standards governing boilers and pressure vessels; revises
procedures to obtain an exemption from certain requirements for boilers and pressure vessels;
revises requirements for the issuance and renewal of certain certificates and work cards; provides
that an elevator is not required to comply with certain requirements governing elevators until the
occurrence of certain events; authorizes an elevator mechanic to be assisted by a licensed
contractor in the performance of certain work; revises requirements for the operation of certain
elevators and personnel hoists; authorizes an inspector to enter a premises that contains an elevator
for the purposes of performing an inspection; authorizes the Mechanical Compliance Section of
the Division of Industrial Relations of the Department of Business and Industry to place a lockout
device on the energy isolating device that services an elevator, boiler or pressure vessel under
certain circumstances; revises provisions relating to methods of enforcement used by the Division
to ensure compliance with legal requirements; authorizes the Mechanical Compliance Section to
personally deliver certain notices through an inspector; and provides other matters properly
relating thereto.
The Division made a concerted effort to determine whether the proposed regulations impose a
direct or significant economic burden upon small businesses, or directly restricts the formation,
operation, or expansion of a small business. As noted above, the Division made available a Small
Business Impact Statement Questionnaire to stakeholders who may be affected by the proposed
regulations. Upon receipt of the responses, the Division reached out to stakeholders who initially
expressed concerns with the proposed regulations, and as to those businesses to whom the Division
was able to reach, those businesses subsequently showed support for the proposed regulations.
Therefore, the Division determined that these regulations will have no substantial effect on small
businesses and will not restrict the formation, operation or expansion of small businesses.
I, VICTORIA CARREÓN, Administrator of the Division of Industrial Relations, certify that, to
the best of my knowledge or belief, a concerted effort was made to determine the impact of the
proposed regulation on small businesses and that the information contained in the statement was
prepared properly and is accurate.
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DATED this;2.3,,-Jday of August, 2022.

~~
VICTORIA CARREON, Administrator
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